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Design if 

wanted  

anger 

sympathetic  

counseling :  

I have a 

real -  

world example : 

[ provide 1 paragraph]  

summary. 

 

When I was falsely  

accused of being an alcoholic ;  

and then those charges of 

false accusation, dropped [although there have been repeated attempts at such falsification by 

actual non-reforming druggies and sometimes such in “uniform” and-or “authority” roles]; I 
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used an opportunity open combined 

with flare-up cues from the local  

"police department" to at least attempt 

to attend AA-meetings + classes; 

no matter how boring these might be 

for a non-alcoholic , non-illicit drug user.  

I was immediately verbally  

attacked for not being of the  

recovery party, and for being too “saintly”. My educational  

training guided to keep my  

mouth shut past this point in  

the recovery portion of the training. And to verify, pay attention, to: how much crime, of the 

non-reformed variety was actually being committed; by the supposed recovery parties; because 

this keeps those, who are actually recovering from receiving recovery resources.  

  What in the heck 

does this have to [due] with anger management,  

counseling.  

 

Part. Non-Traditional Addicts; and or non-illicit addicts. 

 

A derived definition of 

the sponsorship twist. [for 

non-traditional addicts] 

(1) You may not suffer from illegal and illicit addictions; 

but to benefit from the exchange is such provided opportunity :  

ask yourself do you suffer  

from legal addictions; then  

delineate what they are or what 

it is 

(2) What causes un-changing  

anger? 

Reflection time of 1st 

remembered stage of  

elevated anger. [in self-example] 

 


